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Although general solutions of partial differential equations are not often 
considered, they are of interest in themselves, and they can lead to par- 
ticular solutions for some boundary value problems. In this paper we find 
all the complex-valued c” solutions of n th order homogeneous equations 
of the type 
anu anu anu 
%c?x”+Ql ax”-,ay+ ..’ +a,-, +Eo, ax ay-1 af (1) 
where n >, 1, the coefficients a,, a,, . . . . a,-, are complex constants, and 
u = u(x, v) is a complex-valued C” function with some domain 52 in the 
plane R2. Since every function has its own domain, in trying to find all the 
solutions we will not impose any particular domain at the beginning. Later 
we will impose a specific domain when we need to consider the general 
solution over that particular domain. 
The general solution of (1) can be expressed in the form 
u(x, Y)’ i Y”giCxBc, Y)T (2) 
r=l 
where A, are certain multiplicity indices of c, arising from factoring the 
differential operator in (1) into first order operators, and each gi is a C” 
function of a real variable if ci is real, and is a holomorphic function of a 
complex variable if ci is nonreal. The domain of each u is dictated by those 
of g,. By specializing (1) to a polyharmonic equation d”u = 0, we see that 
(2) produces all the m-harmonic polynomials. These polynomials generate 
the general solution of the m-harmonic equation over any open disk 
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around the origin, and we can derive from this general solution the 
particular solution solving the Dirichlet problem on the unit disk. 
Although such a solution includes as a special case the solution for the 
biharmonic equation, we treat the biharmonic case separately first to 
lighten the burden of proof for the general case later. The biharmonic case 
contains all the essential ideas for handling the general case. Difficulties 
encountered in the general case are mostly technical. Our main theorem 
concerning the general solution in the plane was originally formulated for 
purposes other than that of solving boundary value problems, but it turned 
out to be useful for solving polyharmonic Dirichlet problems on the unit 
disk. 
1. THE BASIC LEMMA 
The order-homogeneous equation (1) can be written as 
P(D,, D2) u = 0, (1.1) 
where P is an n th degree homogeneous polynomial in D, = a/ax and 
D, = d/L+. In view of the fundamental theorem of algebra we can further 
rewrite (1.1) as 
ic, (~4, +&I] u=O, (1.2) 
where ci are complex constants. First we consider the first order equation. 
LEMMA 1. The general C’ solution in R2 of 
(cD,+D,)u=O (1.3) 
is given by 
4-T Y) = g(x - CY), 
where, tf c is real, g is a complex-valued CL function of a real variable in 
some open interval I, and the domain Q of u is any open connected subset of 
{(x,Y):x--Y~q; and, tf c is nonreal, g is a holomorphic function of a 
complex variable in some complex domain U, and the domain 52 of u is any 
open connected subset of ((x, y): x - cy E U}. 
Proof: Suppose u is a complex-valued CL function with domain J2 in R2 
such that 
(CD, + D2) u = 0, (1.4) 
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then 
du=gdx+@dy 
ay 
from (1.4) 
= g d( x - cy ). 
Let u = x - cy. If c is real, then v is real, and u is a C’ function of the real 
variable v since the derivative au/ax is continuous because u is C’. So we 
have 
u=g(v)=g(x-CY), 
where g is C’ in the open interval 
I= {v: u=x-cy, (x, y)&}. 
If c is nonreal, then v is complex, and u is a holomorphic function of the 
complex variable v. That is, 
u=g(v)=&-CY), 
where g is holomorphic in the complex domain 
U={v:u=x-cy,(x,y)EQ}. 
This proves half of the lemma. Conversely now suppose u(x, y) = g(x - cy) 
where, if c is real, g is a C’ function in an open interval 1, and (x, y) E Q 
with 52 contained in {(x, y) : x - cy~ I}; and if c is nonreal, g is a 
holomorphic function in a complex domain U, and (x, y)~ Q with Q 
contained in {(x, y) : x - cy E U}. Now then, in both cases we have 
(cD,+D,)u=cg’(x-cy)+g’(x-cy)(-c)=O, 
where g’ is the derivative of g in I or U depending on whether c is real or 
nonreal. This completes the proof. 
By repeated use of Lemma I we can find the general solution of (1) as 
stated in Theorem 1 below, but first we must prove the following “Leibniz” 
differentiation formula. 
FR~POSITI~N 1. If g is a complex-valued C” function in an open interval 
I and c is a real number, or if g is a holomorphic function in a complex 
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domain U and c is a nonreal complex number, then in Q = {(x, y) : x - cy E I 
or U}, we have 
(bD, + Dz)m [(y”/i-!) g(x - cy)] 
= i Cjn(b-- c)‘+ [y”-.‘/(A -j)q g(m--/) (x-cy), (1.5) 
j=O 
where b is a complex constant, i is a nonnegative integer. We adopt the 
convention that the binomial coefficients C,? = 0 for all j > m; such Crm arise 
when 3. > m. 
Proof We give an inductive proof. For m = 1 we should have 
(bD, +&)C(y~l~!M~-c~)l 
= C:(b - c)[ y’/A!] g’(x - cy) 
+c:[y” -‘/(i- l)!]g(x-cy), 
which is easily checked. So we assume (1.5) true for m and show it also 
true for m + 1. Now, 
(bD, + D2)m + ’ C(Y”/W & - CY)l 
= (bD, + D,)(bD, + D,)” [(y’/E.!) g(x - cy)] 
= (bD, + D,) i C,“(b- c)” ’ [ y^- ‘/(A -.j)!] g(-” (x - cy) 
,=o 
=,co C;(b-c)m-I+l [y"-j/(jb-j)!] g(m-l+') (x-CY) 
+ i C;(b-c)‘+’ [yipfp’/(i,-j- l)!]g’“P”(x-cy). 
j= 0 
In the second summation we replace j throughout with j- 1 to obtain 
,=1 
where the summation may also start from j= 0 if we agree to setting 
C,? = 0 for j < 0. Now, combining the two summations, we obtain 
i (C’y+CT-,)(b-c)“--j+’ [y”-j/(E,-j)!]g’“-‘+“(x-cy) 
j=O 
= i C,m+l(b~C)“+‘~i[y~-//(~-j)!]g(~+’-J)(X-Cy), 
,=o 
and we have shown the formula for m + 1. This completes the proof. 
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2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
A likely extension of Lemma 1 to higher orders would be that the 
general c” solution of 
[ fj (c,D,+D,) 
u=o 
,=I 1 (2.1) 
be given by 
u(x3 Y) = C gz Cx - ci Y), 
,=l 
where g, is c” if c, is real, and holomorphic if c, is nonreal. However, 
it turns out this is true only when c, are all distinct. If c, are not distinct, 
then we must take into consideration the multiplicity situation of each 
ci. Accordingly we introduce the multiplicity index 3.; for each ci in 
c = (c,, c2, . . . . c,,) as 
i,, = i(c, i) = cardinality of { j :j < i, ci = c,}. 
In other words, 2; is the number of c’s that precede and equal ci. For 
example, if c = (- 1, e, P, 0, e, 0), the multiplicity indices of these six c, 
are given by 1, = ,I2 = & = 0, I., = A6 = 1, & = 2. 
THEOREM 1. The general complex-valued C” solution in R2 qf 
L 
fi (c,D,+D,) u=o 
r= 1 1 
(2.2) 
is given by 
u(x, y) = i yArg, (x - c, y), (2.3) 
i=l 
where Aj is the multiplicity index of c,, gi is c” in some open interval I; if ci 
is real, and is holomorphic in some complex domain Ui if c, is nonreal; and 
(x, y) lies in a domain Q contained in the intersection of 
{(x,y):x-c,y~Z~or U,}:=,, 
the choice of Ii or Ui depending on whether ci is real or nonreal. 
Proof By Lemma 1 the theorem is true for n = 1. So assume as our 
induction hypothesis that the theorem is true for n; namely the general C 
solution of 
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u(x,y)= i (y"'/~.,!)g,(x-c,y), 
I=1 
where g, are C” (or holomorphic), and ii! factor is inserted for formal 
convenience without invalidating the argument. 
Now consider 
[ 
IIt1 
p, (CiD, +&I u=o 1 (2.4) 
and suppose u is a Cn+ ’ solution, then 
Now since (c, + , D, + D2) u is c”, it must be a C” solution of 
L ifil (c;D, + DA] u = 0. 
Hence, by the induction hypothesis, we have 
(c n+,Dl+D2)~= i [y”‘/i,!]gi(x-c,y) (2.5) 
i= 1 
for some gj that are C” (or holomorphic). But since u is Cnil, it is in fact 
a C”+’ solution of the nonhomogeneous equation (2.5). Hence u must be 
of the form 
~=~l+gn+l(x-cn+1Y)~ 
where gn+ r is Cnfl (or holomorphic), and U, is a C”+’ particular solution 
of (2.5). That is, 
UIE(Cn+I D1 + DJ’ i (y”/A,!)g,(x-ciy) 
[ 
. 
i=l 1 
We now proceed to exhibit one particular ur. First note that 
(c n+ ,D, + Dz)-l acts linearly, so for each i we look into 
si := (C”, , D, + Dz)-’ C(y”.n/Az !) gi(X - ci ~11, 1 di<:. (2.6) 
We construct U, under two separate cases. 
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Case I. c,, , # ci for 1 6 i < n. In this case we show first 
4 
vi:= 1 (-1y- 
j,r/ gp+“(x-c;y)Es, 
,=o (A;-j)! (c,+‘-c;)j+’ I’ 
where g!j7 denotes a jth order antiderivative of g,. To check vi E S, we 
calculate 
2, ii-i 
(c n+lDI+D*)Ui= C (F'J'$+ 
g,Cll(x _ c, y) 
j=O 'I . 
( 
C n+l - c,)i 
i- 1 I,-;- I 
+ c (-1)’ Y 
gci+ “(x - c, y) 
,=o (Ai-j- l)! [c,~,, -ci)‘+’ 
Reindexing the second summation by replacing j with j- 1, and letting it 
cancel the first summation less the first term, which splits off, we obtain 
cc n+lD1+D2)Uj=(y”/~~,!)gi(X-Cjy). 
Now if we let u,=u,+u,+ ... +u,, it is not difficult to see that after 
recombining terms in ui we have ui in the form 
u, = i (y”‘/&!) Gi(x - c, y), 
;= 1 
where Gi are Cn+ ’ (or holomorphic), and so u is of the form 
u= i (yi’/E~j!)G,(x-ciy)+g,+,(x-c,+, y) 
i= I 
with G, and gn+ , all C”+ ’ (or holomorphic). 
Case II. c,, I is identical with exactly k of c,, 1 d i < n. In this case we 
may assume without loss of generality that c, + , = c, = c,-, = . . . = 
c,-~+~ =c. Let S,, 1 <i<n-k, be as before in (2.6), but let T,, 1 <j<k, 
be given by 
T,:=(cD,+D,)~’ [(Y’-‘/(j-l)!)h,(x-cy)], 
where h, = g, ~ k + j were C” (or holomorphic). But now it is easy to show 
u,:= (y’/‘j!)h,(x-cy)ETj, 1 <j<k, 
for indeed we have 
(cD,+D,)u,=(yj/j!)(c-c)hi(x-cy) 
+ [y’-l/(j- l)!] h,(x-cy) 
409.154,2-4 
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with the first term vanishing. Thus u must be of the form 
~=~I+gn+I(X-cY) 
n-k 
= c (y”/%;!) G;(x-ciy) 
i= 1 
+ i (v’/j!)hi(x-cy)+g,+,(x-cy). 
,=l 
Renaming g, + l as H, and h, as H,, , , we see 
n-k kfl 
u= c (y”/%,!)G,(x-ciy)+ c [y-‘/(j- l)!] H,(x-CL’). (2.7) 
i= 1 j= I 
We note Gi are c” + ’ (or holomorphic), H, is C”+’ (or holomorphic), but 
so far we only know that Hi are C” (or holomorphic) for 2 <j < k + 1. Of 
course, if c is nonreal, then H, are all holomorphic. If c is real, then with 
some effort we can show H, are all Cn+ ’ by using the fact that the rest of 
the terms in (2.7) are all C”+ ‘. We omit the details. 
Combining Cases I and II, we can say that if u is a C”+ ’ solution of 
[ 
II+1 
ceco,, WI u= n (c,D, +m u=Q 
i= I 1 
then u must be of the form 
n+ I
4x, VI = c w/4 !I g,(x - c, Y), 
r=l 
where gi are C”+ i (or holomorphic). 
Conversely now assume that u is of the form above. To show 
[Q(Dl, II*)] ZJ = 0, it s&ices to show for each 1 SS i < n + 1 
We rearrange the factors in Q(Di, D2) so as to bring all those factors with 
c, = ci toward the end. Clearly there are m such factors with m > A, + 1, and 
we need only show 
(c;D, +I&)” [(y”‘/%,!)gi(x-cjy)] =o. 
But by the formula in Proposition 1 we have 
(CiD, +D,)” [(y”‘/%i!)gi(X-Ciy)] 
1, 
= c c:‘(ci-c,)“~‘~g~~-“(x-ci,), 
j=O 'I 
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which vanishes since (c, - c~)~’ PI = 0 for m -,ja E., + 1 -,j> 1. This 
completes the proof of our main theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. If the order-homogeneous equation 
[ ii (c,D,+D,) 
u=o 
i= I 1 (2.8) 
is such that all ci are nonreal, then every C” solution is real analytic. In 
particular, any C2” solution of polyharmonic equation A”u = 0, m 2 1, is real 
analytic. 
Proof In view of Theorem 1, it suffices to note that if g is holomorphic, 
then y’g(x - cy) is real analytic for any integer A and any complex 
number c. 
3. THE POLYHARMONIC POLYNOMIALS 
The general solution of the m-harmonic equation Amu = 0 in the plane 
provides us with all the m-harmonic polynomials that together generate all 
the m-harmonic functions over the plane. Since 
A” = (0: + 0:)” = (-iD, + D2)m (iD, + D2)m, 
the general solution over R2 is given by Theorem 1 as 
u(x, y) =g,(x + iy) + yg,(x+ iy) + ... + y”-‘g,(x+ iy) 
+ h,(x-iy)+yh,(x-iy)+ ... +y”-‘h,(x-iy), (3.1) 
where the g’s and h’s are holomorphic in R2. With power series expansions 
of holomorphic functions we can also write 
U(X, y) = 1 a:z” + af yz” + . . + a: y” ‘zn 
n=O 
+b;z”+b; yz”+ . . . +b’: ym-lFn, (3.2) 
where the coefficients a’s and b’s are such that the complex power series 
C af,z”, C azz”, . . . . C b zz” converge for all z. Now let 
pn(x, y) = Re zn, (3.2a) 
q,,b, Y) = Im zn, (3.2b) 
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then (3.2) may be rewritten, with slight abuse of a’s and b’s, as 
x 
hY)= c at,p,+a;yp,-,+ .” +a;y”-‘p,_ m + 1 
n = 0 
provided we agree to set pk = qk = 0 for negative k. Since any of the coef- 
ficients can be chosen 1 while all others chosen 0, each term in each series 
in (3.3) gives an m-harmonic polynomial; and we see that the set of 
m-harmonic polynomials 
~Pn.qnryPn-Ityq,,~1~-.-,ym-‘Pn-m+Irym~’qn-m+Ijn~o (3.41 
span the space of all m-harmonic functions in R2. It can be shown that for 
n > 2m all the polynomials in (3.4) are linearly independent. For n < 2m 
polynomials in (3.4) are not distinct, but then for n < 2m any polynomial 
of degree n trivially solves A”u = 0. It is interesting to note that there are 
basically exactly 2m m-harmonic homogeneous polynomials of degree n for 
n 2 2m. The preceding discussions allow us to state the following. 
THEOREM 2. The general solution of the polyharmonic equation A% = 0 
on R2 is generated by the m-harmonic polynomials 
{y’p,~j(x,y),y’q,~j(x,y):O~jdm-l,Odn<~}, (3.5 1 
where pk(x, y) = Re(x + iJj)k, qJx, y) = Im(x + iy)” for 0 <k < co, and 
pk =qk =0 for k <O. The general solution of A%=0 on an open disk 
D={(x,y):x’+y’<R} isgiuen by 
c m-l 
4x2 Y)’ 1 c ~:,Y’P,-~ + bj, yjq,,-,, 
n=O i=O 
(3.6) 
where the coefficients a’s and b’s are such that the series in (3.6) converge 
in D. 
If we let m = 1 and m = 2 in the above theorem, we obtain the general 
solutions for the harmonic and the biharmonic equations: 
u(x, y) = f ax pn + bfq,,, 
?I=0 
(3.7) 
u(-TY)= f ajjp,+b~q,+a~yp,-,+b;yq,m,. 
n=O 
(3.8) 
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We mention that expansions of real analytic solutions in terms of poly- 
nomial solutions for first order systems and higher order equations can be 
found in [2, 3, S]. The general solutions (3.7) and (3.8) will be used next 
in arriving at particular solutions for Dirichlet problems on the unit disk. 
4. THE HARMONIC DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
From the general solution of du=O over the unit open disk D we can 
derive the particular solution for the following Dirichlet problem on D. 
UEC’, Au=0 in D, (4.1) 
lim u(r, e) =f(@ on aD, (4.2) r-1- 
where f is piecewise continuous on the unit circle aD with the Fourier 
expansion 
f(0) = f a,cos(n~) + /?, sin(&), (4.3) 
PZ=O 
where fio=O, and 8~ aD. Note, therefore, at every point of discontinuity 
f(e) = nv+ ) +f(e- )I. 
First, the general solution of Au = 0 over D is given by (3.7), or 
4x, Y) = f a, Pn + b,,q,, 
tl=O 
where a, and 6, are such that the series in (4.4) converge in D. Next, to 
determine the coefficients in (4.4) to satisfy the boundary condition (4.2) 
we switch to polar coordinates. 
u(r, 0) = T a, r” cos(nQ) + b, rn sin(&), O<r<l. (4.5) 
?I==0 
A comparison of (4.5) and (4.3) suggests that we choose a,= ~1, and 
b, =/I,, and arrive at the series 
f ct,r” cOqne) + flnrn sin(n0). 
n=O 
(4.6) 
We must check that the coefficients a, and /3,, so placed are such that the 
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series in (4.6) do in fact converge for r < 1. But, for each fixed 8 E dD, the 
power series in r 
f c(, cos(n0) r” 
,, = 0 
and (4.7) 
actually converge at r = 1 since 
and 
f a, cos(ne) = $[f(e) +f( - e)] 
?I=0 
z /?, sin(&) = ;[f(e) -f( - e)]. 
n=O 
Hence both power series in (4.7) converge for 1 r 1 < 1. Finally, to check the 
boundary condition (4.2), we need only quote the well-known Abel’s 
theorem (see [4 J), which says C b, < co implies lim,, ,- C b,x” = 1 b,. 
Thus, 
lim u(r, e) = lim 
r-1- 
F c(, cOqne) r”+ pn sin(&) r” 
t--1- n=O 
= f a, c0gne) f pn sin(&) =f(e), 
n=O 
and the boundary condition (4.2) is satisfied. This allows us to state the 
following. 
THEOREM 3. The Dirichlet problem (4.1)-(4.2) is solved by specializing 
the general solution (4.4) to 
4x5 Y) = f a, Pn + &qm (4.8) 
n=o 
where c(, and /I,, are the Fourier coefficients of the boundary function f (O), 
and pn and qn are given by (3.2a) and (3.2b). 
We remark that at a point of discontinuity off on dD, the limit of u(x, y) 
as (x, y) approaches that discontinuity point (x,, y,) depends on the 
direction in which (x, y) approaches (x,, yr). Bear and Hile [l] have 
shown that the “directional” limit is given by the expression 
(I-4f(e+)+&f(w, O<&<l. 
We have seen that E = l/2 when (x, y) approaches (x,, y,) radially. 
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5. THE BIHARMONK DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
From the general solution of d2u = 0 over the unit open disk D, we can 
derive the particular solution for the following Dirichlet problem on D. 
UEC4, A’u=O in D, (5.1) 
lim u(r, 0) =f(fl) on aD, (5.2) 
r-1- 
lim u,( r, 0) =fi (0) on aD, (5.3) r-1- 
where f and fi are C2 on aD. 
Being in C*, f and fi surely have Fourier expansions, 
f (0) = z SI, cos(nd) + fin sin(no), rB0=0, (5.4) 
?I=0 
fi(e) = f. MA cos(ntl) + fi: sin(n0), p:,=o. (5.5) 
n=O 
The seemingly liberal assumption of C2 will be needed later for required 
convergence of related trigonometric series. 
First, the general solution of A2u = 0 over D is given by (3.8), or 
cc 
u(x,.Y)= c ajlp,+b~q,+at,yp,-,+b~yq,~,, 
n=O 
(5.6) 
where the a’s and b’s are such that the series converge in D. For 
convenience, we set bz = aA = b; = b: = 0, also a: = 0 since ai may be 
preempted by 67 both being coefficients of y, and ui = 0 being preempted 
by bi. Thus to arrive at a particular solution we need only determine 
~2: forn>O, bjl forn31, 0: forn33, bj, forn32. 
Switching to polar coordinates, we rewrite (5.6) as 
u(r, fI) = 2 a:? cos(n0) + bjjr” sin(n8) 
n=O 
+ air” sin l3 cos(n - 1) 0 + b+!,r”sin 8 sin(n - 1) 8. (5.7) 
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Substituting sin 9cos(n- 1)0 = isin( isin(n-2)8 and sinesin(n- l)fl 
= - 4 cos(n0) + 4 cos(n - 2) 8, we obtain 
u(r, 8) = f (a: - +bA) r” cos(n0) + (6: + $2:) r” sin(&) 
n=O 
+ $hir” cos(n - 2) 8 - +aAr” sin(n - 2) 8. (5.8) 
Reindexing the last two series by replacing n with n + 2 throughout, and 
taking into consideration u; = b: = 0: = b: = 0, we obtain 
u(r, 0) = c (uzr”- ibj,r”+ $bA+2rn+2) cos(n0) 
n=O 
+ (bir” + $a,!,?- $~~+,r”+~) sin(n8). (5.9) 
Differentiating (5.9) with respect to r, we obtain 
u,(r, 0) = f na’r”- ’ 
n+2 
,t 
?I=0 
-~b:rnp’+-b~,,r”+ 
2 
cOqne) 
nbfF1+iubrHpl 
n+2 
--u1 
2 n + 2 
Now aiming to satisfy the boundary conditions (5.2) and (5.3), we 
compare them with (5.9) and (5.10) and choose 
u;-;b;+;b;+2=a, for n > 0, (5.11) 
b:++;u;+2=/?, for n 20, (5.12) 
nu$b;+ 
n+2 
-bf,,,=ci; 
2 
for n 20, (5.13) 
nb;+%,:- 
n+2 
2 
-,I +; 
2 nt2 
for na0. (5.14) 
These four equations lead to complete determinations of ~2, b” u’ b’ in 
terms of the Fourier coefficients a,, B,z, CIA, /?A. Specifically, from”i5.i;) &rd 
(5.13) we obtain 
b’ n+2 = -nna,+a; for ~20, (5.15) 
or 
bf,= -(n-2)cc,~,+a;_, for n>2(orn>O), (5.16) 
where we agree to regard CL-~=E. ,=rl!~2=r'.l=0. 
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Substituting (5.15) and (5.16) in (5.11), we obtain 
a~=;[(n+2)a,-(n-2)‘a,~,-a;$aj,~,] for ~20. (5.17) 
Likewise, from (5.12) and (5.14) we obtain 
a A+z=nlj,-PL for n30, (5.18) 
or 
at,=(n-2)~,~2-Bf,-r for n32(orn30), (5.19) 
where again we agree to regard fl _ Z = /? ~ r = j? !. z = fi’--, = 0. Substituting 
(5.18) and (5.19) in (5.12) we obtain 
b~=~C(n+2)Bl,-(n-2)B,,~*-B~+B~ J for n>O. (5.20) 
To summarize, our choices of coefficients are 
a~=+[(n+2)x,-(n-2)a,,~_,-a~+a~p,] for n>,O, (5.21) 
hll=~[(n+2)Bn-(n-2)Bn-z-Pft+P~-21 for n>O, (5.22) 
af,=(n-2)B,,p2-/jfi--Z for n 20, (5.23) 
b,!,= -(n-2)a,T-,+ak_, for n 20. (5.24) 
Next, we must check that with these coefficients the series in (5.9) con- 
verge in D. There are six series in (5.9), which split further into more series 
after substitutions of coeflicient formulas (5.21 t(5.24). All these series can 
be shown to converge in D because they are power series in r arising from 
certain convergent trigonometric series derived from the Fourier series of 
f(0). First we state the following convergent heorems, some of which are 
well known in the literature. 
THEOREM A. !ff is C’, andf(d) = I,“=, a,, cos(n8) + fl, sin(&), then 
f - na, sin(n0) + nfln cos(n0) < co, (5.25) 
f a, sin(&) - /?, cos(n0) < co, 
II=0 
IT antk cos(n0) + fin+k sin(ne)< 03, 
n=O 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
5 n+k sin(n0) --bntk cos(n0) < m. (5.28) 
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The series (5.25) converges to f ‘(0). The series (5.26) is called the conjugate 
series of the Fourier series of.f(S), and is known to converge (see [6, p. 221) 
to a function which we denote by,f (0). In (5.27) and (5.28), k is an arbitrary 
integer. 
Proof There are four series in (5.27) and (5.28). Suffice it to show the 
convergence of the first one. From C c(, cos(n0) = $f (0) +f (-f?)] we 
obtain 
2 f ~1, cos(ke) cos(ne) = cos(ke)[f (e) +f (-e)]. (5.29) 
?I=0 
Hence 
.go sI,[cos(n + k) 8 + cos(n - k) e] < CD. (5.30) 
In -view ?f the conjugate series of f (0) we also have C c(, sin(&) = 
$[f(e)+f(-e)]. Hence 
and so 
2 f CI, sin(ke) sin(&) = sin(ke)[j(e) +y( -e)] 
II=0 
(5.31) 
f a,[--cos(n+k)O+cos(n-k)e]<oo. 
n=O 
(5.32) 
Adding (5.30) and (5.32), we have C cr,cos(n-k) l3< co, or 
c ~n+k cos(ne) < GO, and this completes the proof. 
COROLLARY B. Zff is C2, and f (0) = C ~1, cos(ne) + /I,, sin(&), then 
-f na ,! + k cos(ne) + n/~?~ + k sin(d) < 00, 
?I=0 
? na, + k sin(n8) - nfin + k cos(ne) < 00. 
!I=0 
(5.33a) 
(5.33b) 
ProojY We prove only (5.33a). Since f is certainly C’, by (5.25) of 
Theorem A we have 
f ye) = g - nff, sin(&) + n/l, cos(ne) < a3, 
n=O 
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then sincef’ is C’, by (5.28) we have 
,zgo(n+k)z,,k cos(n8) + (n + k) ljnik sin(&) < co. 
Subtracting k times (5.27), we obtain (5.33a). 
For later reference we note that iffis C”, then (5.33) hold with the coef- 
ficient n replaced by IZ”- I, so that, for example, C n”- ‘cx,+~ cos(nQ) < c~j. 
Next, we state the following convergence theorem for power series in Y. 
THEOREM C. Zf x a,, cos(n0) + b,,sin(no) is a convergent trigonometric 
series, then for any nonnegative integers j and k the series 
v(r, 8) = 2 a,r”+k cos(n0) + b,r”+’ sin(&) 
II=0 
converge for 0 < r < 1, and 
lim v(r, 0) = f a, cos(n0) + b, sin(&). 
r-1- n=O 
Proof. We use the standard convergence theorem for power series and 
also Abel’s theorem as in the proof for the series in (4.6). We omit the 
details. 
Returning to (5.9), we see that in view of Theorems A to C all the series 
involved are convergent in D, and further that in view of (5.11) and (5.12) 
lim u(r, 0) = f c(, cos(n0) + fin sin(&) =f(e), 
r- 1- ,1 = 0 
satisfying the boundary condition (5.2). 
We deal similarly with the sries in (5.10) and show that the boundary 
condition (5.3) is satisfied. Consequently we can now state 
THEOREM 4. The hiharmonic Dirichlet problem (5.1)-(5.3) is solved by 
II=0 
with the coefficients a’s and b’s specified by (5.21 t(5.24). 
In the next section we solve the polyharmonic Dirichlet problem, and 
obtain as a special case the solution for the biharmonic Dirichlet problem. 
That solution turns out to have a nicer form. The basic ideas in the proof 
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of Theorem 4 will carry us through the proof of Theorem 5 for the poly- 
harmonic equations. 
As a trivial verification of Theorem 4, we solve the biharmonic Dirichlet 
problem where f(0) = 0 and fi(0) = 1. Since all CL’S and /I’s are 0 except 
@i = 1, formulas (5.21)-(5.24) indicate that all a’s and b’s are 0 except 
a,” = - i, a: = 5, hi = 1. Hence 
u(x,Y)=(-~)Po+fP,l-Yq, 
= -$+$(x2-y2)+yy 
= +(r’ - 1). 
6. THE POLYHARMONIC DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
To solve the Dirichlet problem for d”u = 0 with m 3 1 on the unit disk, 
we find it easier to use the following alternative version of Theorem 1, 
which can be proved in much the same way or deduced from Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1 A. The general complex-valued C” solution in R2 of 
[ 
fi (D,-ciD2) u=o 
i= I I 
(6.1) 
is given by 
4x, y) = i x”‘g;(c,x +y), (6.2) 
i= 1 
where di is the multiplicity index of c;, gi is C” or holomorphic depending on 
whether ci is real or nonreal, and the domain of u is dictated by those of gi. 
Using Theorem 1 A, we can show that the general solution of Amu = 0 on 
the unit open disk D is given by (see also (3.3)) 
cc 
u(x,y)= 1 ajlp,+a;(2x)p,,-,+ ... +a::- ‘(2x)+‘& .m+, 
PI=0 
+b,0q,+b:(2x)qn..,+ ... +b;P’(2x)m-‘qn~m+l, (6.3) 
where the a’s and b’s are such that the series converge in D. Note we took 
powers of 2x for convenience. 
We now proceed to solve the following Dirichlet problem. 
u E cZm, A%=0 in D, 
hm Dlu(r, 0) =f,(e), Odjdm- 1, on i3D, 
r+l 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
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where 0; = @J&j, and fj are C’(“’ ‘) on the unit circle aD, having Fourier 
expansions, 
f,(Q) = C LX’, cos(n0) + /?;ll sin(ne), O<j<m- 1, (6Sa) 
II = 0 
with fii = 0 as usual. 
First we rewrite (6.3) by switching to polar coordinates. 
u = C ufr” cos(n0) + aAr”(2 cos 0) cos(n - 1) 0 + . 
?I=0 
+a ~~‘r”(2cosl3)“‘~‘cos(n-m+1)8 
+ f bJlr” sin(ne) + bir”(2 cos 0) sin(n - 1) 8 + . . . 
,, = 0 
+h ~~1r”(2cos8)“~1sin(n-m+1)0. (6.6) 
We continue with trigonometric formulas: 
(2 cos ey cos(n -j) 8 = cos(nfl) + q cos(n - 2) I9 + c< 
X cos(n - 4) 0 + . . + Cj cos(n - 2j) 8, (6.7a) 
(2 cos l3)j sin(n -j) e = sin(&) + C-I sin(n - 2) 0 + C$ 
x sin(n - 4) 0 + . . + Ci sin(n - 2j) 8, (6.7b) 
both of which are obtained by expanding (ei’ + ePi”)’ e’(+“‘. Substituting 
(6.7) into (6.6), and reindexing, we rewrite (6.6) as 
u= C [AIjr”+A~rnt2+ ... +.4mp1rn+2(mp1)] cos(d3) n 
n=O 
where 
+ [B~r”+B~r”+2+ ... +B~-‘r”+2’“p’)] sin(&), (6.8 1 
+a;+a;+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +a; ’ 
AA= a~+,+2a~+,+ ““...“.” +(m-l)a;,; 
A;= C2a2  n+4+C;a;+,+ “’ +c;t-‘a;:, 
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or stated in compact form we have 
I?-- I 
4:= c Ci4+2k for O<k,<m- 1, (6.9a) 
and likewise 
m-1 
B; := c Cib;:,,, for O<k<m- 1. (6.9b) 
j=k 
Note that Eqs. (6.9) are invertible, so that the a’s and b’s can be determined 
from the A’s and B’s , respectively. 
Next we differentiate (6.8) with respect to r to obtain 
D,u= f [nAljF’+(n+2) AA?+‘+ ... + . ..]cos(~~) 
??=O 
+[nBjjrnp’+ ... +(n-/-2(m-l))B~P’r”f2’“-“P1]sin(n6), 
(6.10) 
and likewise for Df u, . . . . 0’: ~ ’ u. We shall regard (6.10) as including also 
these unwritten expressions. 
We adopt the following convenient notations: det(C, , C,, . . . . C,) shall 
denote the determinant of the matrix consisting of columns C,, C,, . . . . C,. 
oi, shall represent the column consisting of m components a:, cl:, ~5, . . . . 
a:- ‘, and likewise for p,. ri shall represent the column consisting of m 
components 1, n, n(n - I), n(n - l)(n - 2), etc. fi shall represent he column 
consisting of m components 1, 12, n2, n3, . . . . rzrnm ‘. 
We now formally substitute r = 1 in (6.8) and (6.10), and compare them 
with the boundary conditions (6.5) and (6.5a), and set 
fiAjj+(n+2)AAL+ ... + [n+2(m- l)]^A;- ‘=I?~, (6.1 la) 
riBjl+(n+2)^Bf,+ ... +[n+2(m-1)]AB~p’=fin. (6.11b) 
These linear systems in A’s and B’s can be solved in terms of Q’S and p’s 
since the determinant of the coefficients turns out to be nonvanishing. That 
determinant A, turns out to be equal to a Vandermonde determinant; 
indeed, 
A,,, = det [ri, (n + 2)” , . . . . (n + 2(m - 1))” 1. 
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After performing row operations, we see 
d,=det[n”,(n+2)-,...,(n+2(m-l))-1. 
Using the well-known formula for a Vandermonde determinant, namely 
det[P,, K,, . . . . a,] = n (xk - x,), 
kzl 
we find 
d =2’+2+-.-+(m~‘)(,-1)!(m-2)!...2!1!#0. 
m (6.12) 
After solving the A’s in terms of LX’S in (6.1 la), we can then solve the a’s 
in terms of A’s in (6.9a), thus determining the a’s in terms of ~4. Similarly, 
we can determine the h’s in terms of p’s The convergence question of series 
in (6.3) with the a’s and b’s so chosen can be handled in the same way as 
in the biharmonic case, and so can the proof that the boundary conditions 
are satisfied, by using Abel’s theorem. Consequently we may state 
THEOREM 5. The polyharmonic Dirichlet problem (6.4t(6.5) is soloed by 
4.T Y) = f u: pn + 42x) pn -, + . . . +a’:-’ (wm~‘Pnwn+l 
?I=0 
+bjlqn+b;(2x)q,-,+ ... +b;-1(2x)m-‘qn-m+, 
with the a’s and b’s determined by (6.9) and (6.11). 
Equations (6.9) and (6.11) lead to explicit determinations of the a’s and 
b’s in terms of IX’S and j?‘s, respectively, as follows: First, we reindex the A’s 
and a’s in (6.9a) to obtain 
A:=C;a;+C;af,+C;a;+ ... +C;%z’:-’ 
A’ n-2= C’a’ + C2a2 + I n I n . . . +cy-‘(yy’ 
A;-d= pa* + . . . 2 n + cy-‘a;-’ (6.13) 
This is a linear system in the a’s with the coefficient matrix consisting of m 
columns with nonvanishing determinant, 
det(C’, C’, C’,..., CmP’)=C’~C~C~...C’;:~= 1, 
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so if we let A^, denote the column consisting 
system (6.13), then by Cramer’s rule we have 
of the left side of the linear 
uJj=det(ri,, c”, C2, . . . . U fw- I\ , 
aA = det(c’, a,,, e2, . . . . ^,,’ 
a =det(C C A . : --. 
‘) 
2 -0 -1 ” “nz- I 
n 3 3 ,z> .> 1 (6.14) 
a:: I = det( co, c’, e2, . . . . a,,). 
Next, we solve (6.1 la) for the A’s and reindex them, and obtain 
A: = A;’ det[oi,, (n + 2)“) (n + 4)^, . . . . (n + 2(m - l))^ ] 
A f2~2=d,1det[(n-2)A,oi,_,, (n+2)^,..., (n+2(m-2))“] 
&a= d,‘detC(n-4)^,(n-2)^,~,,.,,...,(n+2(n-3))^] (6.15) 
A::&- I) = d,‘det[(n-2(m-l))^,(n-2(m-2))^,...,~,~,,,,~,,]. 
Combining (6.14) and (6.15), we have the a’s determined by E’S; and in 
exactly the same way the b’s are determined by j?‘s. 
We now specialize Theorem 5 to m = 2. From (6.9) and (6.11) or from 
(6.14) and (6.15) we obtain after some calculations 
uII=r[(n+2)alj-rt,+(n-2)ajl.~,-crf,_,], (6.16) 
a~=f[-(n-2)crjl_,+aS,~,]. (6.17) 
Identical formulas hold for the b’s and p’s, Our solution here appears 
different from that in Theorem 4 because different bases are being used to 
expand the solution. 
As a verification of (6.16) and (6.17) we solve the biharmonic Dirichlet 
problem withf,=x= cos 8 andf, =0 on the unit circle. In this case only 
czy = 1, so that the only nonzero a’s and b’s are a: = i(3), a: = $, 
a: = $( - 1). Hence we have 
u=;(3)~,+h+(-i)(2xb, 
= - ;( x3 + xy2 - 3x). 
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Next, we specialize Theorem 5 to m = 3. After some lengthy calculations 
we obtain for the a’s (and similarly for the h’s) 
24aJj = det[oi,, (n + 2)^, (n + 4)^ ] 
+det[oi,-,, (n-2)“, (n+2)” 1 
+det[3i,,P4, (n-4)“, (n-2)^], (6.18) 
24aA= -det[&,,+,, (n-2)“, (n+2)^] 
-2det[i,,.-,, (n-4)^, (n-2)“], (6.19) 
24ai = det [oi, 4, (n-4)“, (n-2)^ 1. (6.20) 
As a vertification of (6.18)-(6.20) we solve the triharmonic Dirichlet 
problem with f0 =f, = 0 and fi = 1 on the unit circle. Since only LX; = 1, the 
only nonzero a’s and b’s are a”, = i, a: = a, ai = $, ai = - $, ai = - $, ai = $. 
Consequently, 
U=$po+~pr+$p4+(-a)(2X)p,+(-~)(2x)p3+$(2x)2pz. 
Substituting p0 = 1, p, = x, p2 = x2 - y2, p3 = x3 - 3xy2, p4 = x4 - 6x2112 + y4, 
we obtain 
and it is easy to check that this polynomial solves the triharmonic Dirichlet 
problem with the prescribed boundary conditions. 
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